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Extra Large Dog
Seat Belt Harness:
Keeping Your
Gentle Giant Safe

Anna Strout, February 26, 2024

Secure your gentle giant on the
road! Explore the best Extra
Large Dog Seat Belt Harnesses
for comfort, safety, and happy
travels.

Keeping your furry friend safe while traveling is

essential, and finding the right restraint for your

extra-large dog can be a challenge. Enter the extra

large dog seat belt harness, a combination harness

and seat belt tether designed to secure your giant

breed in the car. But is it the right choice for you and

your pup? This review dives deep into the factors to

consider, explores the pros and cons, and answers

frequently asked questions to help you make an

informed decision.
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Dog’s size and weight: Ensure the harness

comfortably fits your dog’s chest girth and

weight capacity.

Crash-tested certification: Look for harnesses

certified by organizations like the Center for

Pet Safety (CPS) to guarantee safety in case of

an accident.

Comfort and adjustability: Choose a harness

that offers proper padding and adjustability for

a comfortable fit that restricts movement

without causing discomfort.

Seat belt compatibility: Verify the harness

tether clips securely into your car’s seat belt

buckle.

Durability: Opt for a harness made with

strong, tear-resistant materials like reinforced

nylon.

Advantages (Pros) of
Extra Large Dog Seat
Belt Harnesses:

Enhanced safety: Secures your dog in the car,

preventing them from becoming projectiles

during sudden stops or collisions.

Reduced distractions: Keeps your dog from

roaming the car, allowing you to focus on

driving.

Peace of mind: Knowing your dog is safely

restrained provides peace of mind during car

journeys.

Multi-functionality: Many harnesses double as

walking harnesses, offering additional value.
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Disadvantages (Cons) of
Extra Large Dog Seat
Belt Harnesses:

Limited movement: Can restrict your dog’s

ability to move freely in the car.

Installation and usage learning

curve: Requires proper installation and

familiarizing your dog with the harness.

Potential for escape: Not all harnesses are

escape-proof, especially for determined dogs.

Cost: High-quality harnesses can be more

expensive than regular car tethers.

FAQs:
Q: Are extra large dog seat belt harnesses

comfortable for my dog?

A: Look for harnesses with breathable mesh lining

and padded chest plates to ensure comfort during

long journeys.

Q: Can I use a regular collar with a seat belt tether?

A: No, using a collar is not recommended as it can

cause neck injuries during sudden stops. Harnesses

distribute pressure evenly across the chest, offering

better safety.

Q: How do I train my dog to get used to the harness?

A: Introduce the harness gradually, allowing your dog

to get comfortable wearing it at home before using it

in the car. Reward positive behavior with treats and

praise.
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praise.

Conclusion:
An extra large dog seat belt harness can be a

valuable tool for keeping your large breed safe and

secure while traveling. By considering the factors

mentioned, weighing the pros and cons, and

addressing any questions you have, you can make an

informed decision that ensures the safety and

comfort of your furry friend on the road. Remember,

prioritizing your dog’s safety is priceless, regardless

of the cost or inconvenience.

Extra Large Dog Seat
Belt Harness Resources:

1. Center for Pet Safety

(CPS): https://www.centerforpetsafety.org/ –

Non-profit organization offering resources and

guidance on pet safety, including information

on choosing a crash-tested dog harness.

2. The Spruce Pets: https://bigdogmom.com/dog-

harness-for-large-dogs/ – Comprehensive

guide on choosing the best harnesses for extra-

large dogs, including factors to consider and

product recommendations.

3. Chewy: https://www.chewy.com/f/large-dog-

harnesses_c347_f6v13792 – Online retailer

offering a wide variety of extra large dog seat

belt harnesses, with product descriptions,

reviews, and size charts.

4. PetSafe: https://www.chewy.com/petsafe-

gentle-leader-padded-no-pull/dp/52153 –

Manufacturer of popular dog harnesses,

including the Gentle Leader, a headcollar
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including the Gentle Leader, a headcollar

option suitable for some large dogs for better

control while walking.

5. Kurgo: https://www.kurgo.com/harnesses –

Renowned brand offering high-quality dog

travel products, including crash-tested

harnesses specifically designed for larger

breeds.

6. Sleepypod: https://sleepypod.com/car-

harnesses – Provides crash-tested car

harnesses for various dog sizes, including extra

large, with detailed information on proper

sizing and fitting.

7. The American Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals

(ASPCA): https://www.aspcapetinsurance.com/resources/car-

safety-pets/ – Offers information on general

pet car safety, including tips on choosing

appropriate restraints for different sized dogs.

8. The National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration

(NHTSA): https://www.nhtsa.gov/ – Provides

information on pet safety regulations and

resources for safe pet transportation.

9. Consumer

Reports: https://www.consumerreports.org/car-

safety/keep-pets-safe-in-the-car/ – Offers

reviews and comparisons of various dog

harnesses, including some options for extra-

large breeds.

10. The Whole Dog Journal: https://www.whole-

dog-journal.com/lifestyle/whole-dog-journals-

2022-dog-gear-of-the-year/ – Provides

information on choosing the right harness for

your dog, including considerations for large

breeds and car safety.
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Remember, this list is not exhaustive, and it’s always

recommended to consult with your veterinarian or a

certified professional dog trainer for personalized

recommendations based on your dog’s specific

needs.
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breeze.

3 Tips for
Buying a
Dog
Harness
Dog Harnesses

Looking to buy

a dog harness?

Here are 3 tips

to keep in

mind: Consider

size, style, and

safety. Find the

perfect fit for

your dog now.
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Dog
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Finding a
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dog can be

challenging.
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for Small
Dogs
Dog Harnesses

Struggling to

put a harness

on your small

dog? Follow

these easy tips:

Adjust the fit,

use treats, and

be patient – try

it now.

Comfort
and
Control
Dog Harnesses

Looking for a

harness for

your

Rottweiler?

Our specially

designed

harness offers

comfort and

control for

your powerful

pup.

and
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Get the best

quality and

comfortable

dog harness

from The Dog

Walker

Company.

Order now and

give your dog

the perfect fit!
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Harnesses? In

this article you

will find all the

details on the
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s for All
Breeds
Dog Harnesses

Looking for the

best dog

harnesses?

Check out our

top 10 picks for

all breeds.

Keep your pup

safe and stylish

on walks –

shop now!

Leash?
Dog Harnesses

Interested in

making your

own dog

harness with a

leash? Follow

these simple

steps for a DIY

harness that is

both stylish

and functional.
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your dog? Well!

read and

decide.
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